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A Technique for Evaluation of CCD Video-Camera Noise
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Abstract—This paper presents a technique to identify and
measure the prominent sources of sensor noise in commercially
available charge-coupled device (CCD) video cameras by analysis
of the output images. Noise fundamentally limits the distin-
guishable content in an image and can significantly reduce the
robustness of an image processing application. Although sources
of image sensor noise are well documented, there has been little
work on the development of techniques to identify and quantify
the types of noise present in CCD video-camera images. A com-
prehensive noise model for CCD cameras was used to evaluate the
technique on a commercially available CCD video camera.

Index Terms—Charge-coupled devices (CCDs), image pro-
cessing, noise measurement, video signal processing.

I. INTRODUCTION

ADVANCEMENTS in digital image sensors have led to the
wide use of digital cameras in image processing applica-

tions. Many of these applications attempt to extract useful in-
formation from the images, which is fundamentally limited by
their signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Although sources of image
noise are well documented there has been little work on the as-
sessment and validation of these noise sources by experimenta-
tion and analysis. This study presents a technique for the mea-
surement of charge-coupled device (CCD) video-camera noise
components based upon measurement of output images alone.
A complete model of CCD camera noise is required to quantify
and validate the technique.

II. CCD CAMERA NOISE MODEL

An overview of the CCD architecture pertinent to this study is
available in [1]. Using that architecture, we define and segment
noise into the functional categories of spatially fixed, tempo-
rally varying, and digital processing for the purpose of experi-
mental measurement. The complete CCD camera noise model
was derived from existing research into the various sources of
camera noise [1]–[7]. Each noise source is given in Tables I–III,
and the complete noise model shown in Fig. 1. Given a fixed
CCD-sampling frequency all sources are considered additive
Gaussian distributed [3], [8], [9]. From Fig. 1, the equation for
noisy image capture is

(1)
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TABLE I
ILLUMINATION-INDEPENDENT NOISE TYPES

TABLE II
ILLUMINATION-DEPENDENT NOISE TYPES

TABLE III
DIGITAL PROCESSING NOISE EFFECTS TYPES

where is the sensor irradiance. The camera’s output-referred
measurement of irradiance is the pixel value, measured as the
mean pixel-value over an area of image or an image set.

III. METHOD OF NOISE MEASUREMENT

Video images of a GretagMacbeth ColorChecker Color Ren-
dition Chart1 (GMB) were taken with controlled fluorescent and
incandescent lighting2 and the chart was positioned to fill the
image frame. A Unibrain Fire-i400 color camera (Table IV) was
defocused to reduce the effect of high-frequency content in the
observed image that could affect the noise analysis. The illumi-
nation sources were positioned above the camera and directed

1http://www.gretagmacbeth.com
2Each light source was adjusted to provide similar camera RGB response for

a gray-scale image.
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Fig. 1. Derived noise model for image capture in a standard CCD digital video
camera.

TABLE IV
UNIBRAIN FIRE I400 CAMERA DETAILS

towards the chart such that the image was free from direct spec-
ular reflection. Simulated images were generated for the anal-
ysis of quantization and demosaicing effects.

An area of 50 pixels by 50 pixels was extracted from the
centre of the image of each GMB gray-scale panel for analysis,
and the camera was calibrated prior to measurement to remove
any stuck or “hot” pixels. Experiments were performed at an
ambient temperature of approximately 22 C, where the CCD
temperature was approximately 29 C.

Methods for analysis of temporal noise, spatial noise, and
total noise were formulated for each row and column of image
data. The standard deviation was chosen as the measure of
image noise as it can be easily related to the magnitude of pixel
variations. The mean value of each panel, , taken as the mean
of the extracted 50 50 panel, was used as a measure of . For
this study 100 images were used to achieve a 95% confidence
interval for the resulting image analysis [9]. The fol-
lowing describes the method used to calculate each noise value:

1) Temporal noise, .
a) of temporal data, , for each pixel was calculated

over the set of 100 images.
b) for all pixels were then averaged, giving a value

for the mean temporal variation for the panel.
2) Spatial (fixed-pattern) noise, .

a) The mean of the temporal data, , for each pixel was
calculated over the set of 100 images.

b) A second-order polynomial fit for each column of
was calculated and subtracted from the data to remove
optical effects such as vignetting and illumina-
tion fall-off expected from the use of a discrete illu-
mination source.

c) The residuals after subtraction of the polyno-
mial-fitted data were concatenated and calculated
to determine a value of for the mean spatial
variation for the panel.

3) Total image noise, , .
a) A second-order polynomial fit was calculated for each

data row and column of an image of a GMB panel, and

Fig. 2. Spatial and temporal quantization error curves for noisy, simulated im-
ages without a lighting source.

the fitted line was subtracted from the data to remove
optical effects.

b) The residuals after subtraction of each fitted line were
concatenated and of the concatenated data calcu-
lated to give row and column noise values and ,
respectively.

c) and for the panel were averaged over 100 test
images to derive the final noise figures and

for the panel for each image set.
In this work the camera’s post-capture filters such as gamma,

gain, white balance and contrast were disabled or set to neutral,
and images were transferred in the RGB format, rendering
as an identity function.

IV. RESULTS FROM SIMULATED IMAGES

A. Quantization Noise

It is common for images to be quantized for export from the
camera (typically between 8–16 bits per channel). We have de-
duced that where the quantization step is very small compared to
variations within the signal, the quantization process adds noise
to the signal according to [10]

(2)

where is the quantizing step. For

(3)

so that any data with significant variation will exhibit quanti-
zation noise up to . However, many test images did
not contain significant variations yet the effects of quantization
need to be analyzed for such images. Hence, experiments were
conducted to measure the effect of quantization using simulated
images both with and without significant variations, using mod-
eled point-source illumination to generate lighting variations in
the form of lighting gradients.

Fig. 2 shows the results of quantization error from analysis of
panel 19 using simulated GMB images with increasing additive
Gaussian noise in dark conditions, using the methods for mea-
suring spatial and temporal image noise described in Section III.
As there is no significant variation in the image data (e.g., no
lighting gradient, or visible scene data) there is an initial dip in
the error curves caused by the rounding of noise to zero. Both
spatial and temporal curves peak at , where for values

the temporal curve approaches zero and the spatial
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Fig. 3. Spatial and temporal quantization error curves for noisy, simulated im-
ages with point-source lighting.

curve continues a downward trend below zero due to the poly-
nomial fitting to noise.

Fig. 3 shows the same analysis as for Fig. 2 but with the ad-
dition of simulated point-source lighting. This increases the dy-
namic range of the data by creating a gradient across the mea-
sured panel, reducing the significance of the quantization step
for low additive noise values. This lighting gradient clearly af-
fects spatial noise analysis as the nontrivial image data now
exhibit a minimum noise level of , as calculated in
(3). Temporal noise measurement is also affected with continual
over-estimation of the real noise level. Both curves exhibit sim-
ilar responses to those in Fig. 2 for added noise values .

For each experiment utilizing quantization noise, , the ap-
propriate quantization noise curve illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3
was used (temporal or spatial, lighting gradient or nonlighting
gradient).

B. Demosaicing

The effect of demosaicing on image noise was analyzed and
tested by measuring noise levels on simulated sets of GMB
color chart images. However, there are many methods for de-
mosaicing the Bayer array [11] and the method used in the i400
camera was unknown. A bilinear interpolation (BL) method was
assumed, as images from the camera exhibit similar zipper-type
artifacts along the vertical and horizontal edges in the simulated
images generated using the BL method. The Bayer array mea-
sures the green image on a quincunx grid and the red and blue
images on a rectangular grid. Half of the green pixels and three
quarters of the red and blue pixels are interpolated. For the BL
demosaicing method the interpolated green pixels are derived
from four surrounding measured green pixels. Assuming that
individual pixel noise values are independent

(4)

The effect of BL demosaicing on the green channel noise is
given by analysis of the entire green channel (50% interpolated),
giving the total green-channel demosaiced noise attenuation

(5)

In each BL demosaiced image one quarter of red and blue pixels
are interpolated from four surrounding measured pixels, and

TABLE V
MEASURED ATTENUATION OF BAYER-ARRAY BILINEAR INTERPOLATION

half of the red and blue pixels are interpolated from two sur-
rounding pixels, depending on their location within the Bayer
matrix. For the entire red channel

(6)

Similarly, for the entire blue channel:

(7)

To verify the above, a series of noisy simulated images was
generated with added Gaussian noise levels from to 5,
a range empirically determined by observation of noise levels
across several CCD cameras. The removal of quantization ef-
fects results in an approximately linear noise response, and mea-
surement of the gradients of the demosaiced noise curves pro-
vides the BL demosaicing values for spatial and temporal noise
analysis shown in Table V.

V. RESULTS FROM RECORDED IMAGES

A. Offset FPN

FPN was measured by analyzing a set of images taken in dark
conditions with no illumination ( ). Equation (1) becomes

(8)

The temporal averaging of images effectively removes the terms
and giving

(9)

Subtracting from (9) and dividing by leaves FPN. The
measured FPN noise for the i400 camera was taken as being the
mean measured value of for each channel

(10)

B. Dark Current Shot Noise and Readout Noise

is generated within the photodetector and is depen-
dent upon the leakage photocurrent. The value of dark-current
shot noise voltage can be sampled at the end of photocurrent in-
tegration, where the mean square value of noise voltage is pro-
portional to the integration (exposure) time [6].

Equation (8) gives the measurable noise component given no
illumination. Taking the temporal variations over the set of im-
ages removes , giving combined dark-shot and read noise

(11)
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Fig. 4. Measured SN for the i400 camera.

where is the temporal noise without illumination. Sub-
tracting and dividing by gives . As

is a function of exposure, a value of can be de-
termined by extrapolation to zero of the temporal noise curve.
Like , the shape of the noise curves was
effectively flat showing no apparent trend of increasing noise
with exposure, suggesting that is swamped by readout
noise which effectively removes from the noise model
for the i400 camera. The measured was taken as the mean
measured value of for each channel

(12)

C. Photon Shot Noise

For a given illumination, measurement of temporal values
only in (1) removes along with spatial noise terms and

giving

(13)

Photon shot noise, , can be measured by subtracting
dividing by then subtracting the previously measured

(zero for the measured camera) and . Fig. 4 shows
photon shot-noise for images captured at maximum exposure
(32.68 ms) with different illumination intensities for the i400
camera. A slight trend can be seen in each of the color channels
that has noise as expected from the Poisson sampling
theorem for sampling of discrete quanta. A square-root curve
was fitted for each color giving the equation for measured

(14)

D. PRNU

Measurement of spatial variations removes and any tem-
poral terms from (1) giving the value for spatial noise without
filtering (s,n.f.):

(15)

Fig. 5. Measured PRNU for the i400 camera.

Fig. 6. Measured i400 camera noise and the predicted noise curve from the
calibrated noise model.

The amplitude of for a particular irradiance can be
calculated by subtracting from (15), dividing by , and
subtracting . Fig. 5 shows the measured for the
i400 camera, which increases approximately linearly with pixel
value. noise for the sensor is defined as the best-fit line
for noise values

(16)

E. Row/Column Effects

The row and column noise for the i400 were measured and
showed very little row or column noise dependence.

VI. CAMERA MODEL CALIBRATION

The derived camera noise model in (1) was calibrated from
the measured data in Sections IV and V, where sensor irradi-
ance becomes a function of measured pixel value. Fig. 6 shows
measured total image noise, and noise curves generated from the
calibrated noise model. The values of total image noise
and are highly correlated, hence only the row analysis is
shown. The overall noise results illustrate a reasonable fit be-
tween the measured and modeled data. Maximum values for
are restricted to 130 as this was the maximum value the i400
camera would output on the green channel when all digital ef-
fects were disabled or set to neutral.
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Fig. 7. Relative value of noise components for the blue channel of the i400
CCD camera at 22 C environmental temperature. N denotes the maximum
potential quantization noise value, and SN is zero.

Fig. 7 shows the relative magnitudes of the individually mea-
sured noise components on the blue channel for the i400 camera.

represents the maximum potential contribution of quanti-
zation noise to overall noise and is dependent only upon final
image content. Demosaicing noise is a scaling factor and is not
included in the graph, and is insignificant and is not
shown as a contributor to noise. Image noise for this camera is
clearly dominated by , , and .

VII. DISCUSSION

The technique developed for measuring CCD noise has been
validated on the i400 camera showing good correlation between
the modeled and measured noise, although the green channel
exhibits significantly lower noise and variation compared to
the red and blue channels. This result is not unexpected as the
Bayer color filter array contains twice as many green elements
as each of red and blue. There is no reason to believe the
technique for noise measurement will not hold for other CCD
video cameras, although digital video cameras using non-CCD
sensor types may require different noise models due to addi-
tional noise sources (e.g., active-pixel noise sources in CMOS
imaging sensors).

VIII. CONCLUSION

A technique for measuring noise in a CCD video-camera has
been developed that includes noise sources from the CCD and
supporting ICs, color processing, and quantization. The noise
components were grouped into measurable quantities and mea-
sured on a commercially available CCD camera. The derived
CCD noise model was then calibrated with the measured data,
generating a noise response which was dependent only upon
pixel value and temperature. The modeled response compares
favorably with measured total image noise.

The noise information gathered by the technique can be used
in image processing applications to tune an algorithm to a par-
ticular image or images from a digital CCD video camera. For
example an edge-detection algorithm could benefit from knowl-
edge of the spatial noise content, or an object tracking function
could utilize knowledge of the temporal noise to improve its reli-
ability. A natural application for this technique is in the design of
noise removal filters for images and video, where a priori knowl-
edge of noise content could increase accuracy and robustness.

Analysis of camera noise from the image alone can provide a
good estimate of image noise, although care should be taken as
the image noise is heavily dependent upon its content.
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